These days, the cruise tourist industry is one of the most dynamic and fastest growing components of the leisure industry in the world. Therefore, the cruise ship with ubiquitous technology is expected to enhance the operation efficiency of the ship. It can also provide valuable addition to the ship's service as well as high quality of life to crews and passengers. Since a large number of passengers are dwelling in cruise ship, all passengers are not easy to use ship's facilities, such as restaurants, fitness center, swimming pool and spa at anytime they want. In this paper, passenger service system in ship environment is tested in similar environment and under ship operation condition. We have proposed three applications of ubiquitous technology using Zigbee communication and LabView program.
I. Introduction 1)
The cruise ship industry is one of the largest components of tourism and is experiencing rapid growth [1] . Also, World Tourism Organization (WTO) selected the cruise tourist industry as the best tour package with the attraction and a great potential for growth [2] . This is because of not only a big affection for ripple effect and trade balance to our shipping industry but also a big expectation for economic effect through the high harbor income.
Ubiquitous technologies such as RFID and USN provide potentially endless opportunities in a diverse number of different applications such as environment and habitat monitoring, healthcare, home automation and intelligent transportation systems [3, 4] . Because of these technologies, people are able to use a lot of information easily. Some of important emerging technologies, which have potential for shipboard applications, are reviewed. Shipboard application areas for utilization of the ubiquitous technology are suggested, which would enhance the operation efficiency of a ship [5] [6] [7] [8] .
All passengers want to make reservation to restaurants and go to fitness center and swimming pool at anytime they want. That means they want to use all facilities when there are enough room except crowding. With this concept of passenger convenience, we made an idea for passenger service system using ubiquitous technologies. In this paper, we suggested three service systems, this is, customer counting system in a restaurant, user counting system in swimming pool, travel information providing system. These monitoring systems are installed in passenger rooms of cruise ship. Thus these can provide more convenient services and tour information for passengers at any time.
II. Sensor System
Table Monitoring Sensor
If some people sit on the table in the restaurant, the information of table occupancy have to be checked quickly for monitoring the remaining table. Fig. 1 shows a model of the table on which an infrared sensor and detector are attached to check whether the table is occupying or not. Two yellow circles are the sensor and the detector. The counting values are sent to main PC through Zigbee communication. Because the number of people can't become -, the minimum value is '0'. Then an output signal is displayed on a monitor in passenger room using LabView program.
Algorithm of Countering System

GPS
The global positioning system (GPS) provides location and time information of the ship. We need the GPS information for providing passengers with tour information. Firstly, the GPS information is taken. This information is entered into the computer. Then the GPS information is compared with the established tourist database in the computer. If the ship location from the GPS data adjoins a tourist city, the computer shows sightseeing information (for example city name, famous tourist attractions, etc.). If the ship location is far from a tourist city, the computer shows tour courses. 
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IV. Experimental Results
Automated Table Monitoring System
Automated Swimmer Count System
At any given time, there may be large numbers of swimmers entering and exiting swimming pool. With a swimmer counting system that systematically counts and analyzes swimmer movements, we can provide passengers with use information of swimming pool. An entrance and exit in the swimming pool are divided and the infrared sensor is attached across two sides of the pathway. If a person passes through the entrance, the sensor works and the number of swimmer is added ＋1. If a person passes through the exit, the number is subtracted -1.
When the number of swimmer is less than the limited number, green LED is on as shown in Fig. 7 . Otherwise   Fig. 7 Automated swimmer count system red LED is on. As passengers check the swimming pool in their room, they can confirm whether they can use the swimming pool or not.
Travel Information Providing System
This capture images are monitoring screens that passengers can check in their room. As GPS date is analyzed and is compared with tourist database in main server, the travel information is provided to passengers. Lines and routes of cruise ship are installed in the system and arrival time of each tourist spot is set in left box as Fig. 8 (a) . If the current time is not coincident with arrival time of each tourist spot, the screen displays tour course as shown in Fig. 8 (b) .
If the current time of cruise ship is equal to Italy's arrival time, the system provides sightseeing information of Italy. If the current time is equal to the Croatia's arrival time, travel sightseeing information of Croatia is showed in the screen. In Fig. (a) , because GPS data indicates location of Korea Maritime University, the screen displays campus view of Korea Maritime University.
V. Conclusion
Today's cruise ships are outfitted with the latest hightech products and services in passenger areas for improving the customer satisfaction and the companies' image. As following these trends, we proposed three service systems such as customer counting system in a restaurant, user counting system in swimming pool, travel information providing system by applying ubiquitous technology. As a result, these could provide more convenient services and tour information for passengers at any time. If appropriate services are provided using ubiquitous technology satisfying the cruise ship's purpose, convergence of ubiquitous technology and ship technology will be successfully realized.
